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Thee discovery of how to navigate through the 
futuree calls for the perfecting of institutions of 
knowledgee that are as yet poorly adapted to the 
knowledgee of time and the timing of knowledge. 
(Lasswelll  1971:131) 

Chapterr i 

Sustainablee development as a challenge to policy analysis 

T YY he principal defect of the industrial way of life with its ethos of expansion is 

thatt it is not sustainable. ... We can be certain (...) that sooner or later it will 

endd (...) and that it will do so in one of two ways: either against our will , in a 

successionn of famines, epidemics, social crises and wars; or because we want it to -

becausee we wish to create a society which will not impose hardship and cruelty upon 

ourr children - in a succession of thoughtful, humane and measured changes. 

Thuss began the 1972 January issue of the Ecologist magazine (later published as Gold-

smithh et al. 1972) in which the editors, supported by a number of eminent British aca-

demics,, depicted a bleak future for human society as a result of the depletion of re-

sources.. Like other 'limits-to-growth' representatives (cf. Meadows et al. 1972) of those 

years,, they blamed industry, economic growth and technological development for envi-

ronmentall  degradation. In their 'blueprint for survival', they outlined the opportunities 

forr change towards a 'sustainable society,' that is, a society that "to all intents and pur-

posess can be sustained indefinitely while giving optimum satisfaction to its members" 

(Goldsmithh et al. 1972:30). 

Inn this way, the concept of sustainable development was introduced to the realm of 

environmentall  thought. In the thirty odd years passed since, the concept's meaning has 

evolvedd considerably. Contrary to these 'first-wave' environmentalists, representatives 

off  a second wave in environmentalism came to hold the idea that environmental protec-

tionn is not necessarily opposed to economic development (Beder 1996:17). The notion 

off  sustainable development was coined to indicate a process of increasing productivity 

thatt does not deprive future generations of the use of natural resources. In this sense of 

thee word, 'sustainable development' has gained worldwide approval. Yet in spite of the 

widelyy shared consensus on the importance of such a development, its translation in 

thee 'thoughtful, humane and measured changes' of which the first environmentalists 

alreadyy spoke is troublesome, and the changes themselves are still long in coming. 

Withh this book I intend to contribute to this challenging translation process by ta-king 

sustainablee development as a starting point for addressing the central theme of this 

study:: the methods and practice of Technology Assessment as a form of policy analysis. 
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Technologyy Assessment (TA) is a form of analysis in which technological developments 

aree scrutinised in relation to societal developments. Technological developments are of 

relevancee here as, contrary to the early protagonists in the 1970s, many feel nowadays 

thatt technology and industry entail opportunities for sustainable growth. A so-called 

'sustainablee technology development' in that view encompasses fundamentally new 

technologicall  development paths that, together with associated structural and cultural 

changess in production and consumption patterns, could contribute to a more sustain-

ablee future. Yet, the coining of the concept of sustainable technology development 

leavess undecided which technical innovations and what associated structural and cul-

turall  changes are required in a particular situation and institutional setting to help 

bringg forth such a future. 

Inn this respect, TA may be useful. My objective is to investigate how TA, both as an 

intellectuall  performance and as a social phenomenon, can function as a space for de-

liberationn on the issue of sustainable (technology) development, in such a way that it 

resultss not only in a sophisticated understanding of what in a particular situation are 

'thoughtfull  measures' towards a sustainable future, but also in actually influencing 

technologicall  development and policy change in that direction. The latter is achieved 

whenn a TA affects policy documents and research programmes and thus the actions of 

aa multitude of actors (i.e. those who act; the word is used here in the widest sense of the 

word),, which together contribute to a sustainable development. In order to gain insight 

inn these two functions of TA, the book's central question is: in which way and under 

whichwhich conditions may Technology Assessment contribute to making the concept of sustainable 

developmentdevelopment contextual and operational in a specific setting, in such a way that it affects 

processesprocesses of policy formulation and of technological innovation? 

Inn the remainder of this chapter, I shall develop a further understanding of the rea-

sonss why in the central research question the concepts of 'sustainable development' 

andd of 'Technology Assessment' are brought together. In so doing, I shall introduce the 

themess that are central in this study. This introduction provides the basis for a further 

elaborationn of the central question into a research plan, which will be elaborated in the 

nextt chapter, that will guide the research on three cases of TA that form the empirical 

heartt of the book. 

Whyy sustainable development? 

Sustainablee development is a buzzword in current parlance. The adjective 'sustainable' 

iss used in political rhetoric, business plans and commercial slogans alike. While some-

timess carefully defined, it is often used to merely indicate a product's or plan's qualities 

off  endurance or trustworthiness. Why is such a vague and fuzzy concept an interesting 

pointt of departure for a study on Technology Assessment as a specific form of policy 
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analysis?? Before elaborating this question, let us first consider more closely the history 

off  this newly defined concept. 

Thee concept of sustainable development owes its popularity to its re-introduction 

intoo the realm of environmental thought in the mid nineteen eighties. In 1987 the 

Worldd Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) used Goldsmith's 

terminologyy in its authoritative report Our common future1 to describe the desirability of 

aa process of change in which "the exploitation of resources, the direction of invest-

ments,, the orientation of technological development and institutional change are all in 

harmonyy and enhance both current and future potential to meet human needs and 

aspirations""  (WCED 1987:9, 46). 

Contraryy to the first wave environmentalists, for whom a 'sustainable society' was 

onee that is characterised by the absence of economic growth, the Commission's inter-

pretationn of the notion included the aforementioned emphasis on finding ways for 

makingg economic growth itself'sustainable'. In this view, the idea of a zero-sum trade-

offf  between economy and environment is discarded. Economic and environmental 

goalss are considered compatible.2 Moreover, in the Commission's view, sustainable 

development,, in addition, involved a redistribution of wealth between all countries in 

thee world. In the now famous words of the WCED, sustainable development is a devel-

opmentt that "meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of fu-

turee generations to meet their own needs" and that "links both to the provision for all of 

ann adequate livelihood base and equitable access to resources" (WCED 1987:8, 40). 

Inn the wake of a general disappointment regarding the success of environmental 

policiess at that time, added to a growing insight in the complexity of environmental 

issues,, this concept of a long-lasting balance between men, nature and environment fell 

inn fertile ground. In June 1992, in Rio de Janeiro, 178 states participated in the 'Earth 

Summit'' where the concept was discussed and elaborated. The summit resulted in the 

draftingg of various agreements and conventions on the notion of sustainable develop-

ment,, among which the 'Rio Declaration' and 'Agenda 21'. The Declaration on Envi-

ronmentt and Development consisted of twenty-seven principles to which "states and 

people""  should comply in dealing with one another and with environmental issues. 

Agendaa 21 was drafted as an action plan for the 21st century and contained some 40 

chapterss with problem descriptions and suggestions for solving these. 

Mostt Western countries adopted the notion of sustainable development as a central 

guidelinee in their national environmental policies. In one of the first national responses 

11 Also known as the Brundtland report, after the commission's chairperson. 
11 This idea was first articulated in 1980 by the International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural 
Resourcess in their World Conservation Strategy. In that document, conservation was defined as "'the man-
agementt of human use of the biosphere so that it may yield the greatest sustainable benefit to present genera-
tionss while maintaining its potential to meet the needs and aspirations of future generations" (IUCN, UNEP & 
WWFF 1980; cf. Achterberg 1994:26; Beder 1996). 
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too the WC ED report (Beder 1996), for instance, the Dutch government committed itself 

too the idea of sustainable growth, declaring in 1989 that "within one generation a sus-

tainablee development had to be accomplished".' In the subsequent Dutch National 

Environmentall  Policy Plans (NEPPs), this line of thought was elaborated in a number 

off  concepts and principles, and in various pollution-reduction targets. The lengthy ne-

gotiationss that accompanied the drafting of the respective NEPPs between the Ministry 

off  the Environment on the one hand and other Ministries (notably Transport, Agricul-

turee and Economic Affairs) on the other - causing its publication to be delayed twice 

(inn 1987 and in 1993), instigating political turmoil (inducing the fall of a cabinet among 

otherr events) and serious criticism of industry and environmental groups alike - serve 

too illustrate the troublesome process of making the notion of sustainable development 

operationall  in terms of public policy. 

TheThe attractiveness and drawbacks of'sustainable development' as a meta-narrative 

Thee coining of 'sustainable development' as an encompassing label to integrate envi-

ronmental,, social and economic issues provides an incentive for innovative political 

thoughtt and public policymaking. As the Dutch example indicates, however, the desig-

nationn of the concept of sustainable development as a policy objective complicates pub-

licc policymaking as well. 

Onn the bright side, the coining of the notion is potentially helpful in overcoming the 

blindd spots that allow for a 'displacement' of environmental problems across political 

andd administrative boundaries, and across generations. Such blind spots are closely 

boundd up with the features of the environmental issues that underlie the sustainable 

developmentt concept - intrinsic features that cause these issues to form a specific cate-

goryy of policy problems (Weale 1992).4 Further, the coining of the notion contributed to 

aa growing awareness of the social component of environmental problems. A "recon-

ciliationn of ecology and economy" necessitates, the WCED report pointed out, a world-

widee redistribution of wealth among regions. On a more fundamental level, this in-

cludedd the acknowledgement, in the words of Jamison and Wynne (1998:9), that "the 

naturall  and the human are inextricably intertwined and mutually defining." 

Thee sweeping nature of the sustainable development concept, however, also had con-

siderablee drawbacks. The notion provided a convenient vehicle to convey viewpoints on 

environmentall  and social issues without requiring a more specific elaboration, allowing 

'' Regeringsverklaring nieuw kabinet: Beleid gericht op rechtvaardige en evenwichtige verhoudingen, Staatscou-
rant,rant, 27 november 1989, no. 231, cited in WRR 1994:27. 
44 Environmental issues have the tendency to cut across established sectors of public policy, because of so-
calledd 'cross-media transfers' of polluting substances. Further, environmental problems often have effects in 
thee long term. Dealing with these problems is complicated, Weale posits, as environmental problems often 
arisee as the by-product of otherwise legitimate activities in society (Weale 1992:5). 
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itss users an evasion of precise and binding statements.' Another down-side was that the 

usee of the concept proved of littl e help when detailing concrete policy actions or re-

searchh guidelines. The concept did not entail clues as to how to deal with the now so 

meticulouslyy phrased complex of problems. 

Inn regard to the latter observation, sustainable development as a political concept 

mayy be qualified as, what Yanow (1992) has called, a "policy myth". A policy myth is a 

notionn "created to accommodate incommensurable values, beliefs or points of view; by 

deflectingg attention from the contradictions toward itself, it resolves, at least temporar-

ily,, the tension between them" (1992:51-52). The myth allows actors to reach consensus 

onn the appropriateness and meaning of a concept - a consensus that can be held as 

longg as the constituent parts are not explicated. 

Indeed,, efforts to make sustainable development operational in terms of "knowing 

whatt to do" (Szerszynski 1996:113), whether it be on an international scale or at the 

communityy level through attempts at locally implementing Agenda 21, painfully ex-

posedd the fundamental tensions that are hidden in the concept; tensions that have re-

mainedd largely implicit in the modernisation process of the past epoch. Efforts to miti-

gatee these tensions would require initiatives for (radical) change from the very organi-

sationss that through their actions produce and reproduce the current institutional ar-

rangements.. Recourse to its 'mythical' vagueness alternatively allows users of the con-

ceptt to continue their daily routine. For this reason, Fischer and Hajer (1999) criticise 

whatt they call the "metaphor of sustainable development". Use of the concept does not 

promptt "existing institutions to reconsider the normative and cultural assumptions and 

premisess underlying their operational practices" (1999:4). According to these authors, 

thee now commonly endorsed understanding of sustainable development provokes an 

institutionall  approach to dealing with environmental degradation that leaves unchal-

lengedd "our basic socio-cultural relationships with the nature environment per se" as 

welll  as the "essence of the socio-political order" that has given rise to the current situa-

tionn (1999:2, 5). 

Thiss criticism is shared by Szerszynski, who stresses the adverse, impeding effect of 

incorporatingg the environmentalist debate into the technocratic, positivistic and reduc-

tionistt approach to nature that is common practice in current policy-advising research 

institutes:: "[T]he main currents of environmentalist thought are, however counterintui-

tively,, still circumscribed by the very modern problematic which they might at first 

seemm to transcend. Because they continue to ask the question 'how can we know what 

too do'? in the terms laid down by modernist thought..." (Szerszynski 1996:106; cf. 

Grove-Whitee & Szerszynski 1992). 

55 The 'useful fuzziness' of the phrase of sustainable development is believed to have caused its popularity, both 
inn policymaking and the social sciences (Redclift 1987). 
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Thee challenging implications for  the policy process 

Thee issue of 'knowing what to do' is the basic question underlying all policy practice. 

Thee specific characteristics of the sustainable development concept as outlined above 

shedd a new light on the traditional themes in this practice such as problem structuring 

andd policy implementation. It is this 'eye-opening' quality of the concept that renders 

sustainablee development an interesting starting point for a study in the field of policy 

analysis.. Before continuing our line of argument as to the reasons why Technology 

Assessmentt might be helpful for making the sustainable development concept opera-

tionall  and contextual in processes of policy formulation and technological innovation, I 

wil ll  elaborate the complexities of sustainable development as a policy objective in a 

moree orderly fashion. 

SustainableSustainable development as an unstructured policy problem 

AA first reason why sustainable development poses a complex policy objective is that the 

expressionn has been coined as a solution strategy to a vaguely outlined and ill -

differentiatedd number of environmental and economic problems that present-day soci-

etyy is faced with. A 'sustainable development' understood as a future, balanced configu-

rationn of environmental, social and economic parameters implies that the current state 

off  affairs could be qualified as 'unsustainable'. This unsustainable state does not ex-

presss itself as a set of neatly defined problems but rather as the "sense of diffuse wor-

riess and inchoate signs of stress" that characterises a problem situation (Dunn 

1994:138-139;; cf. Rein & White 1977)- Such a problem situation requires a process of 

problemm structuring, that is, of "producing] new insights on what the problem is 

about""  (Hisschemöller & Hoppe 1995-96:43). This is complicated since sustainable 

developmentt as a solution strategy refers to a motley accumulation of problems that 

cann be classified as "intractable" (Schön & Rein 1994) or "wicked" (Rittel & Webber 

1973;; Hoppe 1989). 

Inn contrast to so-called well-defined or structured policy problems, intractable or 

wickedd problems - or unstructured problems, a term I prefer following Hisschemöller 

andd Hoppe (1995-96) - accommodate conflicting values and facts. They are "messy" in 

characterr as they encompass a cluster of interrelated (sub)problems which cannot be 

dealtt with separately (Van de Graaf & Hoppe 1989). Further, the formulation of each 

sub-problemm is "essentially contestable" because of the differing interpretations of the 

cause-effectt relations that play a role in the generation of the problem and of the criteria 

andd standards by which it should be judged. Problem structuring, therefore, is a matter 

off  political choice (cf. Lindblom & Woodhouse 1993). 
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Thee freedom of choice in elaborating a problem-situation-as-encountered into a policy 

problemm is limited by the desirability and feasibility of potential solutions. Unlike scien-

tifi cc or journalistic problems, for instance, policy problems have to be amenable to 

governmentall  action. Moreover, the solution implied by the problem definition should 

entaill  a realistic chance of improvement compared to the current situation (Van de 

Graaff  & Hoppe 1989:433; cf. Dery 1984). 

Structuringg a policy problem and formulating a solution strategy, hence, are two 

sidess of the same coin. This assertion may be illustrated by the following example, 

takenn from the case-study that is described in chapter 4. When the overenrichment 

(eutrophication)) of surface waters is defined as a matter of nitrogen and phosphate 

accumulation,, the solution obviously will lie in a reduction of both nutrient levels. 

However,, if for practical reasons a decrease in influx of nitrogen-rich waters is unat-

tainablee by policy measures, from a policy point of view it makes sense to define eutro-

phicationn control as a phosphate problem. 

Thee difficulty with formulating problem-solution combinations in the case of sus-

tainablee development is that the solution refers to an organisation of society with par-

ticularr technological and institutional characteristics that, as such, does not yet exist, 

andd which may differ widely from the current situation in some crucial respects. In the 

abovee example, eutrophication control might entail a change in livestock production 

practicess in order to reduce the nitrogen-rich effluent from grazing land. The feasibility 

off  inciting such a change however may be considered small from the perspective of 

thosee involved in water policy. 

ImplicationsImplications for the policy process: aspects of problem structuring 

Thee intricacy with structuring a policy problem from the perspective of sustainable 

development,, in short, is that it requires insight in what such a development in a par-

ticularr context may entail (in terms of desirability and feasibility), closely interwoven 

withh the more general question about what kind of society we opt for. So-called sustain-

abilityy indicators that have been developed to make the concept operational {see Box 1.1) 

thereforee are instrumental in processes of problem structuring only if their use is em-

beddedd within an assessment of the problem situation that encompasses more than the 

meree technical aspects.6 

AA comment of a speaker in one of the preparatory meetings for the WCED-report on sustainable development 
illustratess the tenacity of this point in the Brundtland Commission's approach to sustainable development: 
"Youu talk very little about life, you talk too much about survival. ... (T]here are peoples here in Brazil (...) who 
stilll live, and these peoples (...) don't want to reach down to the level of survival" (Speaker from the floor, 
WCEDD Public Hearing, Sao Paulo, 20-29 . 1985, cited in WCED 1987:40). 
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SustainabilitySustainability indicators 
Overr the years, attempts at structuring problems under the common denominator o f 'unsustainability' 
havee given way to various computat ion methods and indicators in order to make the concept opera-
t ionall and manageable (see for instance Anderson 1991; Bakkes et al. 1994; Earth Council 1993; Kuik & 
Verbruggenn 1991). Efforts have been made, for instance, to express sustainable development and envi-
ronmenta ll gains and losses in money terms. The commonly used notion o f Gross National Product 
(CNP)) for expressing a nation's standard of living however was not considered suitable for the purpose, 
ass it does not differentiate between various types o f goods (e.g. between environmentally friendly pro-
ducedd goods and others). Therefore, alternatives have been suggested, for instance indicators for meas-
ur ingg the value o f goods based on the use of non-renewable resources, and of those based on a sustain-
ablee product ion (Miller 1990:576; Beder 1996:38). 

Yet,, such an approach does not provide the means to settle the question as to which extent and level a 
product ionn process can be considered sustainable in ecological terms. To that end, various attempts 
havee been made at formulat ing parameters to indicate the environmental impact that the biosphere can 
takee in relation to the actual condit ions o f resources. A well-known concept in this respect is the notion 
o ff the "environmental uti l isation space" (OpschoorS. Reijnders 1991), which refers to a collective and 
f in i tee natural capital that sustains life f rom a functional perspective. The concept builds on notions such 
ass the "carrying capacity" and ecocapacity of the earth to "express the idea that at any given point in 
t imee there are l imits to the amount of environmental pressure that the earth's ecosystems can take 
w i thou tt irreversible damage to these systems or the life support processes that they enable" (Weterings 
&.. Opschoor 1994:13). Another example of a resilience parameter is the notion of the "ecological foot-
pr in t "" (Wackernagei et al. 1997). The footprint o f a product is its equivalent in land surface, which is 
requiredd for producing the artefact or service and for absorbing its waste. More comprehensive ap-
proachess are those based on the ideas o f Commoner (1972). In these, the environmental impact of a 
productt or activity is related to the population pressure and a certain standard o f prosperity per capita. 
Thee tota l environmental impact is considered the resultant of a combinat ion of these factors and the 
environmentall burden involved in producing and consuming the service or good.7 

Boxx i.i 

Therefore,, an informed choice on sustainable development requires insight in the con-

textt in which the concept is made operational. On the one hand, it requires a creative and 

visionaryvisionary view on the problem situation and possible solutions in the future, while on the other 

hand,hand, one is in need of a concrete, practical understanding of the issues at stake in order to 

formulateformulate solutions that meet the feasibility criterion. Knowledge generation to inform 

judgmentt on sustainable development hence amounts to a balancing act between gen-

eratingg creativity and keeping an open eye for the 'reality' as perceived by relevant par-

ties. . 

Yet,, there is more to it. Although relevant, the complexity of "knowing what to do" 

iss only part of the problematic. To be sure, sustainable development as a policy objec-

tivee requires social change. It is therefore equally relevant that the knowledge, which 

mayy be generated in an analytic process for instance, is acted on as well. 

77 The relation is expressed as I = P x A x f (Ep, Ec). In this equation, I stands for environmental impact, P for the 
numberr of people in a certain area and A for affluence in terms of GNP. The ' f stands for the environmental 
burdenn of a good or service, expressed in any kind o f performance or emission equivalent, taking into account 
bothh the environmental burden caused by its production (Ep), and its consumption (Ec) (see WRR 1994; cf. 
Millerr 1990). The project on Novel Protein Foods that is described in chapter 5 took a variation of this equation 
ass a starting point in its analyses. 
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SustainableSustainable development as an implementation problem 

Dependingg on the way the problem of 'unsustainability' has been structured, a solution 

strategyy towards a sustainable development may encompass a wide range of interre-

latedd changes that, either separately or jointly, result in a reduction of the pressure on 

thee environment and / or in a redistribution of wealth among regions. Such changes 

rangee from alterations in the economic structure of contemporary society, in consump-

tionn and (re-)production patterns, to processes of technological and institutional innova-

tion. . 

Off  all factors considered relevant from the point of view of reducing the environ-

mentall  burden, the production and use of goods and services is generally considered 

thee most amenable from the perspective of public policymaking. Policy measures di-

rectedd at minimising the depletion of non-renewable material sources, promoting the 

usee of renewable energy sources and the closing of material cycles are by and large 

consideredd more attractive, politically and practically than, for instance, the objective of 

reducingg the absolute number of people or the level of affluence. This implies that the 

policyy problem of 'sustainable development' is often structured as an issue of technical 

inadequacyy and considered solvable through innovation. The set of possibilities in re-

gardd to maximising environmentally sound product design criteria is referred to as 

sustainablee technology development (STD).8 

Thee notion of STD has been elaborated authoritatively by a Dutch interdepartmental 

organisationn under the same heading (the National Inter-ministerial Programme for 

Sustainablee Technology Development, abbreviated as STD, or in Dutch: DTO). The 

STDD Programme, which plays a central role in the case-study described in chapter 5, 

consideredd technology a critically facilitating element for societal change towards a 

sustainablee future: "Unless technologies are available that, in principle, enable needs to 

bee met without exceeding critical eco-capacities, societies, and more especially political 

representativess of societies, are unlikely to take measures to penalise use of unsustain-

ablee technologies. ... Candidate new technologies are also needed to help move the 

debatee about potential costs, benefits and distributional consequences of restructuring 

andd the acceptability of these from the realm of abstract discussion and into the realm 

off  more concrete and tangible analysis" (Weaver et al. 2000:22). 

Thee structuring of current 'unsustainability' problems as issues of technical inade-

quacyy entails specific implementation problems. The focus on technological develop-

mentt as a leverage point for bringing about social changes requires the co-operation of 

Thee word 'technology' is used here in the broad sense of "practical knowledge that is used to carry out activi-
tiess that change man's natural and social environment" (Wissema 1977; cf. Van Eijndhoven 1995) and refers to 
bothh technical artefacts and social innovations involved in employing the practical knowledge implied. Please 
notee that this definition does not in any way emphasise 'high technology' to the exclusion o f ' l ow tech' ap-
proaches. . 
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aa large variety of actors. In this respect, sustainable development, first of all, involves 

dealingg with the implementation complexities that characterise all policy objectives that 

requiree "co-production" between target group and policy implementers (Whitaker 

1980;; Van de Graaf & Hoppe 1989:449). 

Thesee complexities, which came to light in a large variety of implementation and 

evaluationn studies in the 1970s and 1980s, partly find their origin in various aspects of 

thee organisation of public administration itself. A "capacity deficit" (Mayntz & Scharpf 

1975;; cf. Mayntz 1980), that result from imperfect information flows between various 

partss of the governmental organisation, impairs its efficacy in orchestrating societal 

change.. This deficit is reinforced by equally imperfect exchanges of information be-

tweenn public policy actors and policy area actors. Potentially relevant knowledge on 

problemm situations and solutions strategies is dispersed among societal actors, and 

accessibilityy and a timely availability for policymakers are neither self-evident nor guar-

anteed.. 9 The resulting misunderstandings and misinterpretations between 'governors' 

andd those governed add to the legitimation deficit with which governmental organisa-

tionss find themselves faced with as well. 

Thee policy objective of sustainable development gives urgency to answering the 

questionn how, given the capacity deficit (the dispersion of power and knowledge among 

policyy actors and policy area actors) and the legitimation deficit (the lack of trust in 

traditionall  democratic institutions) governments can govern societal processes towards 

aa commonly desirable future. 

Attemptss at answering such a generic question self-evidently necessitate its specifi-

cationn and reformulation in relation to the policy area under investigation. In policy 

fieldsfields that are relevant from the perspective of the ecological crisis, such as technologi-

call  innovation and agriculture, both governmental agencies and policy area actors 

widelyy acknowledge that the 'rational central rule' aspirations that long dominated pub-

licc policymaking are obsolete (cf. Van Dijk 1986).'° Government departments view 

themselvess as operating in a network of actors, more or less as an equal player among 

peerss (Kickert et al. 1997; Bakker & Van Waarden 1999; Van Est 1999). The formal 

differencee between governmental and non-governmental actors (in view of the formers' 

legislativee and executive powers) is of littl e consequence when the envisioned changes 

inn (professional) behaviour cannot be enforced by law. In order to instigate the desired 

99 This results in what the Dutch political theorist Van Gunsteren has come to call 'the society unknown' (de 
ongekendeongekende samenleving) (cf. Van Gunsteren & Van Ruyven 1995). 
'  In spite of ample evidence of both the capacity deficit and the legitimacy deficit of governmental institutions, 
aa 'rational central rule paradigm' dominated the policy sciences textbooks for a longtime (cf. Van Poelje 1964; 
Vann Gunsteren 1976). This paradigm was based on the premise that in a representative democracy, political 
decisionss involve a collectively binding allocation o f values and that, in turn, the institutional organisation of 
thee democracy is such that these values are considered legitimate by everyone bound by them. While the 
assumptionn of a mechanically malleable society probably never has been considered realistic in actual policy 
practice,, for both practical and ethical reasons the central rule perspective was adhered to with a certain tenac-
ityy in many policymaking processes. 
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changes,, technologists, designers, marketers and consumers most likely will have to be 

luredd into changing their ways in line with the general policy objective. 

Thee heterogeneity of the factors and the relative autonomy of the actors that to-

getherr co-determine the course of technological development paths further complicate 

matters.. Empirical research shows that the "polycentric" social context in which the 

actorss in question operate (Callon 1986; Pinch & Bijker 1987; Callon et al. 1992) limits 

thee room for innovative action." Firstly, in general, the discretion in selecting options 

forr action is constrained, since the institutional arrangements in which innovations 

takee place compel actors to build on earlier decisions and solutions that were selected to 

resolvee previously encountered problems. Prior investments in R&D divisions of firms 

aree among the coercive forces that stimulate incremental change, as is, for instance, the 

practicee of valuing publications in peer-reviewed journals. As a result, existing techno-

logicall  "regimes" {Nelson & Winter 1982) are relatively stable, causing innovation pro-

cessess to continue along more or less fixed "trajectories" (Dosi 1982). Secondly, options 

aree limited due to the non-resilient nature of the socio-economic and infrastructural 

contextt in which technologies are developed and disseminated (the phenomenon of 

"entrenchment",, cf. Woolgar 1988). The possibilities for successfully introducing a car-

enginee that runs on bio-gas, for instance, are seriously hampered by the fact that the 

existingg network of pump- and service stations at present favours the use of petrol-

drivenn automobiles. As a result, technological innovation takes place by way of incre-

mentall  change, disrupted every now and then by a break-through technology, which in 

turnn sets forth a new trajectory of incremental change (Nelson & Winter 1977; Dosi 

1982;; Sahal 1985)." 

Technologicall  development, in other words, results from the (individual or collec-

tive)tive) actions of large varieties of actors (scientific institutes, commercial firms, consum-

ers,, societal organisations, governmental bodies and so on), whose leeway for inten-

tionaltional (individual) action and change is constrained as well as enabled by the institu-

tionaltional context in which they operate."' Empirical research has shown, furthermore, that 

thee actions of technologists (in the widest sense of the word) are based on, and in-

"" The described capacity deficit that stems from imperfect information flows is of a specific character in the 
contextt of technological innovation. With regard to technological development, information is not only dis-
persedd socially and spatially between actors, but also in time. Envisioning possible effects of a new technologi-
call product or development in advance is difficult and often impossible. As a result, there may be a time gap 
betweenn the development and production of a new artifact, and the moment possible negative side-effects may 
bee noticed. By that time, a technological artifact already may have been widely disseminated and embedded in 
aa particular socio-economic and infrastructural setting. As a result, by that time, there is hardly any room for 
adjustmentss or change (the so-called Collingridge dilemma, cf. Collingridge 1982,1983). 
122 The dynamics in technological development are often referred to as Kondratieff-waves (involving both the 
relativelyy minor changes in cyclic periods of about 10 years, as well as more drastic changes in longer waves of 
aboutt 50 years, set in motion by technological breakthroughs (Freeman 1984). Thus depicted, one could typify 
technologicall innovation as a process of "punctuated equilibriums", borrowing an expression from evolution-
aryy biology which is imported into the political sciences by Baumgartner and Jones (1993:21). 
"'' An institutional context, in turn, can be understood as the 'product' of the accumulated intentional actions, 
theirr effects and unintended side-effects: the "duality of structure" (cf. Giddens 1984; see chapter 2). 
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formedd by, notions regarding these contextual aspects and the human interactions in 

whichh they acquire meaning, as much as by notions regarding the technical assets of 

thee issue they are dealing with (Latour 1994, 1997; cf. Achterhuis 1992). It is therefore 

analyticallyy not possible, nor wise, to treat a technical innovation (such as an artefact or 

procedure)) and its development process as separated from the social context in which 

andd by which it is given shape (Latour 1997:56). To put it differently, technical innova-

tionss are informed by considerations that pertain both to the realm of craft and making 

(i.e.(i.e. Aristotle's technè) as well as the realm of human (inter)action (that is, the realm of 

praxis). praxis). 

Thiss insight has implications for the implementation of sustainable technology de-

velopmentt as a policy objective. In order to meet environmental policy objectives 

throughh e.g. the development of certain products, technologists and managers in busi-

nesss firms and knowledge institutes will have to co-produce the policy. Their actions 

mayy not be primarily guided by environmental considerations, yet neither are their 

actionss dominated by technical considerations alone. It is in this respect that opportuni-

tiess for 'steering' technological development may be found. 

ImplicationsImplications for the policy process: implementation aspects 

Inn contrast to the unilateral connotation implied by the verb 'to steer,' such opportuni-

tiess concern the potential for establishing a "congruency of meaning" between policy 

actorss and policy area actors (Grin & Van de Graaf 1996a, 1996b). If an exchange of 

informationn between these actors results in a joint construction of the general contours 

off  an artefact (e.g. its design criteria), its development may make sense not only from 

thee perspective of the policy actor. A manager of a commercial firm, for instance, may 

comee to find the artefact meaningful within the professional context in which he oper-

atess (e.g. as a means to help solve a problem he is faced with) and therefore decide to 

investt in its development.'4 

AA brief reference to the case that is described in chapter 5 may clarify matters. In 

thiss case, the development of 'meat analogues' on the basis of vegetable proteins is 

consideredd desirable from the perspective of reducing the environmental burden asso-

ciatedd with meat production. The understanding of what constitutes an acceptable non-

animall  protein food at the time of the project was littl e articulate. In addition, littl e was 

knownn about the potential instrumental role of such products to reduce environmental 

problemss related to meat-production. In a multidisciplinary analytic process, informa-

tionn on both types of questions was accumulated. Potential producers were closely in-

volvedd in this project, both as a source of technical information and as a sparring part-

'44 The theoretical basis of Grin &. Van de Graafs line of reasoning about what they call "implementation as 
communicativee action" and its implications for analysis will be explored more profoundly in chapter 3. 
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nerr in discussions on the artefacts' design. As a result, the considerations of these ac-

torss came to bear on the sketched prototypes to such an extent that these made sense 

fromm the perspective of some of the involved food producers. 

Ass the example illustrates, sustainable development as a policy objective requires 

nott only a creative and visionary yet feasible formulation of problem-solution combina-

tions,, but also necessitates a thorough understanding of the conditions under which, and the 

considerationsconsiderations on the basis of which policy area actors operate. 

Inn addition to the specific complexities of problem structuring and implementation 

withh regard to sustainable development issues, there is, finally, a third intricacy in the 

conceptt of sustainable development, which further complicates its translation into pol-

icyy objectives and measures. This idiosyncrasy concerns the scale and scope of the 

changess implied by the concept. In this respect, the sustainable development concept as 

outlinedd by the WCED deviates fundamentally from other political problems. The concept 

differss from these in terms of geography (it involves both global and local issues) and of 

timee (it presents an intergenerational problem). In addition, it arguably also deviates from 

otherr political issues in the degree to which fundamental changes in our way of life are 

implied. . 

SustainableSustainable development as an impetus for 'system innovation' 

Thuss far, I have used the concept of sustainable development freely, without concern-

ingg myself with a precise definition. I have argued that the notion is too comprehensive 

too guide any concrete policymaking effort. Correspondingly, one could advance that the 

conceptt requires a more precise delineation in order to guide research efforts on the 

subject.. However, as has become clear from the discussions above, what sustainable 

developmentt may entail in a specific context is essentially a matter of political choice. 

Therefore,, in this book, I do not attempt (not even in the form of a working definition) 

too define what sustainable development is, beyond the WCED's very open definition. 

Becausee of its inherent political nature, any attempt at providing a definition of sus-

tainablee development in a book such as this is itself a normative choice.r' Of interest 

'55 In 1992, at least forty working definitions of sustainable development could be found since the WCED's 
descriptionn of the concept in 1987 (Brooks 1992:408). The emphasis in these definitions varies considerably. In 
some,, the equity aspect is being emphasised, in others the main focus is on preventing waste of non-
renewablee resources. Consider for instance the following definitions: 
-- Sustainable development is (...) defined as a pattern of social and structural economic [developments] which 

optimizess the economic and societal benefits available in the present, without jeopardizing the likely poten-
tiall for similar benefits in the future. A primary goal of sustainable development is to achieve a reasonable 
(howeverr defined) and equitably distributed level of economic well-being that can be perpetuated continually 
forr many human generations (Coodland & Ledec 1987). 

-- The basic idea [of sustainable development] is simple in the context of natural resources (excluding ex-
haustibles)) and environments: the use made of these inputs to the development process should be sustain-
ablee through time. If we now apply the idea to resources, sustainability ought to mean that a given stock of 
resourcess -trees, soil quality, water and so on- should not decline (Markandya &. Pearce 1988:9 -10). 
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fromm the perspective of the present research are the processes of problem structuring 

thatt are presupposed by the use of the phrase 'sustainable development' in political 

rhetoricc and public planning. 

Still,, even without elaborating in detail the contents of what a sustainable develop-

mentt might entail in a specific context, the WCED's interpretation of the concept indi-

catess the magnitude and scope of the envisioned changes. These imply the integration 

off  environmental and/or redistributional considerations not only "with the full range of 

publicc policy" (Weale 1992:128) but also in corporate policy and personal morality, as 

welll  as in the culture and structure of society. 

Thee need for cultural and institutional reform becomes clear, for instance, from the 

abovee discussion on technological innovation as a potential instrument for instigating a 

sustainablee development. Technological innovation tends, we have seen, to evolve along 

relativelyy stable development paths, as previously made choices constrain largely the 

scopee of future developments. Likewise, prevailing economic conditions limi t the lee-

wayy for innovation. In the elaboration of STD by Weaver et at. (2000), the development 

off  suitable technology is considered a precondition for sustainable "prosperity". How-

ever,, the authors note, 'sustainable' technologies are not likely to be cost-effective under 

thee current market conditions, and their development may therefore ultimately depend 

onn structural and cultural change (2000:24). 

Thee case described in chapter 6, on crop protection agents in Dutch agricultural 

practices,, provides an illustration. The case shows that a farmer who decides to switch 

too an ecological mode of crop-protection must have access to alternative pest control 

methodss and to relevant information on their use. Furthermore, he must be sure that 

hee can market his produce. The pharmaceutical industry that produces herbicides and 

pesticides,, in turn, may await indications of a sufficiently large potential market before 

itit  decides to invest in the development and official approbation of more environmen-

tallyy friendly crop-protection agents. Likewise, retailers might be willin g to enlarge their 

productt range with eco-products if a steady supply is guaranteed first. The development 

andd distribution of ecologically sound technologies or production procedures, hence, 

nott only triggers but also presupposes specific (behavioural and institutional) changes. 

Inn short, sustainable development as a policy objective necessitates behavioural and 

institutionall  change to such an extent that the label of "system innovation" seems in 

placee (cf. Weterings et at. 1997); i.e. it requires (arguably simultaneous) clusters of in-

terdependentt and interrelated technological, structural and cultural changes. Hence, 

Mostt interpretations and working definitions of sustainable development, whether they focus on the environ-
mentall or the economic aspects of the concept, are anthropocentrically oriented. Favouring an indefinite 
survivall of the human species, nature is granted the status of a collection of natural resources. Rarely'sustain-
ablee development' is considered to include the persistence of all components of the biosphere "even those 
withh no apparent benefit to humanity" (Brown et a!. 1987:717). As Achterberg points out, both the WCED-report 
ass the Rio Declaration are indecisive or at least unclear as to whether sustainable development is to be under-
stoodd from an ecocentric or an anthropocentric point of view (Achterberg 1994:27-37). 
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designatingg sustainable development a policy objective poses a challenge to the policy 

actorr (and, arguably, to other sectors in society) that stretches beyond the 'usual' im-

plementationn problems in a policymaking process. It involves the orchestrating of a break-

awayaway from 'normality' in a way that amounts to - in recent Dutch policy jargon'6- 'transi-

tiontion management'. 

Seenn in this light, the purport of the sustainable development concept is un-

paralleledd in the history of public discourse, or it must be for the liberie, egalité.fraternité 

slogann at the time of the French revolution. Apart from the equally incommensurable 

naturee of their constituent parts (here, equality and liberty), the notions are comparable 

ass they both mirror a fundamental change in the understanding of the human condi-

tion,, while they themselves incite further change as well. Yet, in the case of sustainable 

development,, a storming of a 'Bastille' is unlikely as the sans culottes here are the un-

bornn generations and the poor of the South. The alternative is a change from within, 

throughh a reorganisation of the political and techno-economic arrangements and their 

sociall  and cultural embedding that lie at the heart of the current unsustainable situa-

tion.. Such a reorganisation may be seriously hampered by the aforementioned ten-

dencyy to encapsulate attempts at innovation in the existing institutional context, and by 

usingg the traditional repertoire for knowledge generation in current policy-advising 

researchh institutes to inform these attempts (cf. Fischer & Hajer 1999; Szerszynski 

1996). . 

Givenn such an embedding, opportunities to escape the trap of 'unsustainable' self-

perpetuationn appear limited. In this study, TA as an analytic endeavour and as a social 

practicee is scrutinised for its potential contribution to devising such escapes from stan-

dardd practice. In order to explore a TA's potential in that respect, we are in need of a 

moree analytic understanding of the problems that form the heart of the current unsus-

tainablee situation. 

Thee 'risk society' and the need for  phronèsis 

AA sophisticated understanding of the current unsustainable situation is provided by the 

Germann sociologist Beck, who portrays the process of modernisation in present-day 

societyy as a way of dealing with the future that is based on the institutional setting and 

thee conceptual framework of the past. Beck has called such progress, which he under-

standss as a linear increase in rationalisation and economic growth, "simple modernisa-

tion""  (Beck 1997). The on-going process of simple modernisation has resulted, in 

'66 "Transition management" is the key-concept in the Fourth National Environmental Policy Plan (VROM 2001; 
seee chapter 5, this book). The concept's precise definition is a discussion topic among policy actors and social 
scientistss in the Netherlands. An authoritative interpretation is that of Rotmans et al (2001), who describe it as 
aa form of process management that aims at modulating social dynamics. 
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Beck'ss view, in an industrial society that is incapable of controlling the risks that it has 

producedd itself. Therefore, he typifies the modern society as a "risk society" (Beck 

1992).17 7 

Thee risk society deviates from previous social constellations in several ways. First of 

all,, there is the aspect of the scale and size of the risks. The globalisation of dangers 

resultingg from the "creeping ecological disaster" has brought, in his eyes, the world on 

thee brink of apocalypse.'8 Furthermore, the risks concern everyone. As Beck plastically 

putss it: "hunger is hierarchical. ... Nuclear contamination, however, is egalitarian and in 

thatt sense 'democratic'. Nitrates in the ground water do not stop at the general direc-

tor'ss water tap" (1999:61). To add to that, the uncontrollability of side-effects backfires, 

becausee its resultant problems and ensuing conflicts are brought back into the con-

sciousnesss and activities of individuals (1997:31). 

Whilee considered 'side-effects' from a modernisation point of view, in the risk soci-

ety,, the negative aspects of the process of industrialisation and economic growth are 

increasinglyy put centre stage. Ultimately, these side-effects themselves, rather than 

instrumentall  rationality, become the motor of social history (1999:32). These risks 

thereforee do not present a mere technical challenge that can be dealt with through the 

knownn and familiar repertoire of technology. Rather, Beck argues, the risk society ne-

cessitatess a questioning of the very way in which the political and social structure of 

societyy is organised. 

Beck'ss assertions regarding institutional reform are complemented by others who 

emphasisee that dealing with the ecological and social crises of the risk society requires a 

criticall  revaluation of the existing repertoire for knowledge generation and problem 

solvingg as well (cf. Gibbons 1994; Szerszynski 1996; Jamison & Wynne 1998). 

InstitutionalInstitutional reform 

Beck'ss exposé on institutional reform amounts to a call to "undo the peculiar bisection" 

off  democracy (1992: 192). On the one hand, Beck argues, techno-economic develop-

mentss have profound effects on society yet are not subjected to "the simplest rules of 

democracyy - knowledge of the goals of social change, discussion, voting and consent" 

(1992:184).. On the other hand, the "political system" is considered responsible for 

mitigatingg the negative results from "techno-economic action" on which it, however, 

cann exercise hardly any to no influence. Consequently, "[t]he division of labor (...) leaves 

Beckk defines his concept of Risikogesellschaft as follows: "Dieser Begriff bezeichnet eine Entwicklungsphase 
derr modernen Gesellschaft, in der die durch die Neuerungsdynamik hervorgerufenen sozialen, politischen, 
ökologischenn und individuellen Risiken sich zunehmend den Kontroll- und Sicherungsinstitutionen der 
Industriegesellschaftt entziehen" (1993:35). 

Accordingg to Beck, the current man-made risk of deliberate or inadvertent collective suicide is unequalled by 
anythingg in the history of mankind and "is in fact a historical innovation, one which bursts apart all moral, 
politicall and social concepts, even that of'side-effect'" {Beck 1997:31). 
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thee industries with the primary decision-making power but without responsibility for 

sidee effects, while politics is assigned the task of democratically legitimating decisions 

itit  has not taken and of 'cushioning' technology's side effects" (1992:213; italics in the 

original). . 

Ass an alternative, Beck proposes a theory of "reflexive modernisation" (cf. Beck et al. 

1994)) that intends to break away, empirically and theoretically, from the assumption of 

linearityy and its accompanying demarcation boundaries between the political and the 

techno-economicc realm of action in society: "Reflexive modernity breaks through and 

exceedss the functional differentiation that has become the quintessence of modern 

society,, and replaces it [with questions] of functional coordination, cross-linking, har-

monization,, synthesis, and so on" (Beck 1999:28; italics in the original). Part and par-

cell  of such a reflexive modernization process is the re-appreciation of what Beck has 

dubbedd "fields of subpolitics". With this concept, he refers to politics outside and be-

yondd the political institutions that are traditionally considered the exclusive centres of 

politicall  power. Loci of such subpolitics according to Beck are, among others, the board 

roomss of business and industry. There, investment decisions are made, as are plans for 

developingg and applying technologies. In order to overcome the flaws of simple mo-

dernization,, Beck suggests to "open up" the decision-making process "not only of the 

statee but of private corporations and the sciences as well" (Beck 1999:5) so as to subject 

thee dynamics of subpolitics to moral scrutiny and public debate. Instead of lamenting 

thee loss of state intervention power and the "delocalisation" of politics, Beck argues, 

recognisingg the dynamics of subpolitics holds opportunities for a "reinvention of poli-

tics""  (Beck 1997:132-133), and for developing alternatives to the "simple" linear mo-

dernisationn process (1997:152-160). Subpolitics then would mean "the shaping of soci-

etyy from below. Economy, science, career, everyday existence, private life, all become 

caughtt up in the storms of political debate" (Beck 1999:39). 

RethinkingRethinking the conceptual framework 

AA rethinking of modern society as suggested by Beck arguably requires a break away 

fromm 'modernist' thought as well.19 In the modernist conception of the relation between 

naturee and humanity, rational-choice assumptions about human behaviour are coupled 

withh the belief that knowledge of nature (that is, of the factual world) can provide hu-

manityy with directions as to what to do next. This view has long dominated the policy 

sciences,, i.e. the discipline that approaches the 'knowing what to do next' in political-

administrativee matters from a professional angle. 

'9Thiss implication of reflexive modernisation is not acknowledged by Beck. Jamison & Wynne (1998) reproach 
Beckk a blind spot in his conceptual work in this respect. According to these authors, Beck fails to acknowledge 
thee need to abandon the rational-choice approach to understanding human behaviour. 
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Sincee the establishment of the policy sciences as a distinct discipline, there has been a 

strongg intention to make "full use of science" (Hawkesworth 1988:14) to facilitate prob-

lemm solving in a democratic polity. Policy analysis was considered a technical source of 

informationn to support political decision-making and was, originally, firmly based on 

mainstreamm social science. The ideal of a balance between scientific expertise and po-

liticall  considerations in the policy process fitted the central axioms of the social sci-

ences,, such as the notion of the fact-value dichotomy in the empirical-analytical tradi-

tion.. Based on an empiricist and neo-positivist understanding of knowledge generation, 

thee role of (expert-centred) policy analysis was to identify the right means to achieve 

'given'' political ends, and to envisage the consequences of possible policy measures. 

Thee use of scientific knowledge was supposed to facilitate judgments that were beyond 

question. . 

Overr the years, the positivist" technocratic approach to policy analysis has been be 

severelyy criticised for various reasons. Discussion on the relation between information 

userss (policymakers) and information producers (analysts) has, for instance, led to a 

searchh to produce more "usable knowledge" (Lindblom & Cohen 1979). The empirical-

analyticc approach to policy analysis reflects, furthermore, an optimistic view on the 

humann and administrative capacities for processing information. Empirical evidence of 

thee limits to these capacities induced a shift towards an "incrementalist" model for 

decision-making,, and a more modest role for policy analysis (Lindblom 1959, 1979). In 

addition,, considerations of a methodological nature gave cause to the development of 

neww approaches to inquiry such as the quasi-experimental policy evaluation (Campbell 

&&  Stanley 1963) and the "critical multiplism" of triangulation (Cook 1985, Dunn 1994). 

Thee methodological sophistication and the more modest views with respect to the 

possibilitiess of gathering and processing information did not obviate a more fundamen-

tall  criticism to the positivist approach, namely its assumed objectiveness. Even if the 

normativee element in knowledge generation is acknowledged, such as is the case in the 

criticall  rationalistic approach of Dunn and others, the idea that knowledge in itself is 

sufficientlyy authoritative to legitimise its use in decision-making is not challenged. 

Developmentss in the philosophy of science, however, invoked serious criticism in 

thiss respect. The notion that "[Sjcience, when properly exercised, is supposed to yield 

judgmentss which are beyond question" (Collingridge & Reeve 1986) was found unten-

able.. Rather than "speaking truth to power"2', it was acknowledged that there can be "no 

"" The word is used loosely here to capture approaches to policy inquiry that regard policy ends as givens, and 
valuess as arbitrary and external to the analytic endeavour. As Dryzek points out, the use of the phrase in this 
wayy is strictly speaking inappropriate: "It is hard to locate any contemporary advocates of a true positivist 
approachh to policy and its analysis" (1993:218). 
zz'' Wildavsky's {1979) aphorism to describe the traditional view on the role of policy analysis. 
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recoursee to an 'objective' truth" (Hajer 1996) to find a foothold for knowing what to 

do." " 

Thiss insight has implications for the organisation of an analytic process to inform 

policymaking,, as well as for the evaluation of analytic endeavours. In what has now 

becomee known as the 'argumentative turn' in policy analysis and planning, after the 

landmarkk book under the same title (Fischer & Forester 1993), the production of ana-

lysts'' claims itself has become the topic of research. In several studies, policy analysis is 

approachedd as a practical process of argumentation (Fischer 1980; Hawkesworth 1988; 

Stonee 1988; Van de Graaf & Hoppe 1989; Dryzek 1990; Dunn 1994; Hoppe & Peterse 

1998).. This research approach focuses, among other things, on the political conditions 

underr which analytical claims are produced as well as on the organisational and institu-

tionall  arrangements in which analysts operate. 

Empiricall  findings of such research are coupled with insights from the phenome-

nologicall  and hermeneutic tradition in the philosophy of science and with normative 

considerationss about how to further the democratic ideal. On this basis, 'argumenta-

tive'' or 'postpositivist' approaches to policy analysis have been developed. Characteristic 

off  these approaches is the emphasis on active participation in the analytic endeavour by 

thosee who have a "stake" in the issue under scrutiny (see for instance Scoones & 

Thompsonn 1992; Durning 1993; Fischer & Forester 1993). 

Thee argumentative approaches put an exchange of information and open, public 

debatee centre stage. They are projected as a suitable alternative to the traditional expert-

focusedd approach to dealing with the environmental crisis: "In a modern, democratic 

society,, [proponents of these argumentative approaches] would say, knowing what to do 

cann never arise from the exercise of merely technical expertise or, for that matter, from 

thee purified intuitions of deep ecologists - but only from discussion between real, situ-

atedd actors according to shared rules of sound argument" (Szerszynski 1996:115-6). 

AA major drawback of these approaches to analysis, however, is that the focus on 

proceduress may block from view the analysis' substantive aspects. Szerszynski (1996), 

forr instance, strongly criticises what he calls "neo-modernist" approaches for their em-

phasiss on form and procedures rather than content. The trust in the infallible knowl-

edgee of nature and the legitimacy of experts has made way, he argues, to an uncritical 

stancee towards the formal prerequisites for obtaining knowledge in "an ecological soci-

ety".ety". The result from debates that are dominated by these "shared rules of sound argu-

ment""  according to Szerszynski is considered valid beyond question "simply because it 

isis the outcome" (1996:116). 

Thee extent to which this assertion is supported with empirical material is unclear. 

Still,, it makes sense to take this criticism seriously. If only because of the considera-

"" An early and influential attest of this insight was provided by Blumenberg (1983) who stated that "[njature -
noww the world of ' facts' - no longer gives humanity any directions regarding our role in the world." 
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tionss about policy implementation as discussed above, it appears hardly fruitful to focus 

onn procedures for 'knowing what to do' without an eye for the contents of the debate. 

Sustainablee development requires that, whatever it is that 'will do' under particular 

circumstancess {i.e. what kind of action is both desirable and feasible from the perspec-

tivee of sustainable development), indeed will be done as well. Rather than a shift away 

fromm substance to form, a rethinking of the institutional and conceptual framework for 

dealingg with the challenge of the sustainable development concept requires a substan-

tivee alternative to either a science-based truth to guide our ways or a mere procedural 

understandingg of reasoned argumentation. Taking the Aristotelian concept of phronèsis 

ass a starting point provides such an alternative that combines both contents and form. 

Phronèsiss as a starting point for informing political judgment on sustainable development 

Thee word phronèsis is usually translated with 'practical wisdom' or 'practical knowl-

edge'.. Its meaning in theoretical explorations is generally considered closely tied up 

withh the notion of political judgment The latter notion has been authoritatively elabo-

ratedd by Beiner (1983), who draws for his interpretation from the works of Aristotle, 

Arendt,, Kant and Gadamer. According to Beiner, judgment is called for in the absence 

off  objectively assessable criteria and a universally true principle or law to know "what is 

just,, or necessary, or advisable, to do" (1983:6) under the circumstances in a particular 

setting.. Furthermore, in the case of political-administrative matters, such judgment 

goess beyond the realm of the personal. It does not merely involve the question "what 

shouldd I do?", but pertains also to our common future, involving the question "how are 

wee to 'be' together, and what is to be the institutional setting for that being-together?" 

(1983:138).. Hence, such judgment is political in nature. 

Itt is my contention that, in the absence of objectively assessable indicators of sus-

tainablee development as a foothold for knowing what to do, and of a universally true 

principlee or law on what sustainable development is, one must resort -to paraphrase 

Beiner-- to political judgment on what is just, necessary or advisable to do to stimulate 

sustainablee developments under the circumstances of a particular socio-economic, 

culturall  and physio-technical setting. Policy analysis may inform (or rather, amount to) 

thee production of political judgment (cf. Hoppe 199379) by organising the generation 

off  practical wisdom. 

Practicall  wisdom, that is, phronèsis, is the main virtue of those, which Aristotle dis-

tinguishess in his Nicomachean Ethics. For Aristotle, it is the comprehensive moral ca-

pacityy to know what is required in a particular situation and to act consistently on that 

knowledge.. In Aristotle's writings, practical wisdom is not seen as identical to the ca-

pacityy for political judgment, but the latter is considered an essential component of the 

formerr (Beiner 1983:72-73). 
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Buildingg on this concept, in the field of the policy sciences, phronèsis (or its Latin 

equivalentt 'prudentia') is understood as a "form of political understanding attuned to 

thee complexities of particular contexts" (Torgerson 1995:225). In post-positivist or ar-

gumentativee explorations of policy analysis, the notion of political judgment and the 

Aristoteliann concept of phronèsis form a recurrent point of reference (Arendt 1968; 

Beinerr 1983; Hoppe 1983, 1993; Jennings 1987; Van de Graaf & Hoppe 1989; Torger-

sonn 1995, Ruderman 1997, Flyvbjerg 2001). Understood as an activity to yield practical 

wisdom,, policy analysis serves the practical goal of enabling "constructive action that 

movess the community from a flawed present toward an improved future" (Jennings 

1987:129).. According to Jennings, to that end, the practice of analysis must not only be 

organisedd along the lines of the methodological and epistemological considerations that 

formm an alternative to those of the (neo-) positivist inquiry paradigm. In order to inform 

politicall  judgment, policy analysis also requires a specific combination of intellectual 

qualityy and ethical responsibility, demanding of policy analysts to "take it to be their 

professionall  responsibility to enable policymakers to look in different ways at the na-

turee of the social problems they have to address and to be more democratically respon-

sivee in conducting their political and administrative activities" (Jennings 1987:150). 

Inn the present research, I too will refer to the concept of practical wisdom as a start-

ingg point for deliberating and outlining procedures to organise analytic activities that 

mayy inform us 'on what to do' in the light of the current risk society. In contrast to 

Jennings,, in so doing, I will not focus primarily on the moral and ethical implications 

off  phronèsis for the methodology of policy analysis. Rather, the substantive considera-

tionss about the challenge of sustainable development as a policy objective, as they were 

outlinedd above, will form the focal point for discussing methods for argumentative 

policyy analysis. The specific prerequisites of sustainable (technology) development for 

problemm structuring and formulating solution strategies - the prerequisites that were 

identifiedd above concerning innovativeness as well feasibility, requiring a thorough 

understandingg of the conditions under which actors operate as well as of potentially 

drastic,, non-incremental changes - hence inform the discussion about analytic proce-

duress for yielding phronèsis in the context of the risk society. 

Alongg with such a 'substantively informed' quest for methods and procedures to 

generatee practical wisdom, the question arises which institutional settings may be suit-

ablee for the analytic processes that can inform political judgment on issues of sustain-

ablee development. In line with Beck's argument about the dynamics of subpolitics and 

thee (moral and practical) need to open up the decision-making processes not only of the 

statee but also of private corporations and the sciences, it seems wise to focus on ar-

rangementss in which the two realms of practice (i.e. of the state and of business and 

science)) meet. Therefore, I take, as was mentioned in the introductory section, Tech-

nologyy Assessment as a starting point in my search for perfecting the institutions of 
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knowledgee that can help us navigate through the future, to paraphrase Lasswell 

(1971:131;; see the quotation at the beginning of this chapter). 

Whyy Technology Assessment? 

Technologyy Assessment (TA) is both the process and product of a specific form of pol-

icyy analysis that focuses on the interrelation between technological and societal devel-

opments.. A further definition of the concept as it is used here requires defining 'policy 

analysis'' as such. 

Thee task of defining policy analysis is "not without problems" (Fischer 1995). Many 

authorss define policy analysis as coinciding with policy sciences, referring to the ap-

pliedd discipline concerned with the evaluation of public policy. While this line of think-

ingg is now common, one should keep in mind that such a broad definition hides from 

vieww the fundamental distinction present in the object of the policy sciences. This dis-

tinctionn was delineated by Lasswell (1951, 1971) who pointed out that the policy sciences 

deall  both with knowledge of public policy and with knowledge in the policymaking 

processs (Lasswell 1971:1-2; cf. Van de Graaf & Hoppe 1989). The latter type of knowl-

edgee is emphasised by Dunn in his well-known definition of policy analysis, describing 

itit  as the activity of "producing] policy-relevant information that may be utilized to re-

solvee [public] problems in specific political settings" (Dunn 1994:62). Dunn's defini-

tionn covers the interpretation of policy analysis in the present research.2' In line with 

thiss definition, TA is conceptualised here as an analytic activity (and its product) that 

producess information on the interrelation between technological and societal develop-

mentss that may be utilised by both public actors and private actors (in business or sci-

entificc institutes) alike to resolve problems they encounter in the specific settings in 

whichh they operate. 

TAA as a form of policy analysis is a relatively new concept, which was conceived of 

originallyy in the 1970s to identify ways to counteract the adverse effects of technological 

innovationss at an early stage in their development. The idea was that TA studies could 

providee decision makers with objective information on those impacts, whereupon they 

wouldd incorporate this information in their professional work that would thus result in 

'better'' or 'safer' technologies. This classical "critical-synoptic" perspective on TA 

(Hoppee & Grin 1995) was abandoned when it became clear in practice that the impact 

off  technology can only be partly foreseen. Furthermore, as was the case with policy 

^Alternatively,, anticipating the argument in chapters 2 and 3, Quade's definition of policy analysis offers a clear 
understandingg of analysis to generate knowledge ' in ' (or rather: 'for') policymaking: "... any type of analysis that 
generatess and presents information in such a way as to improve the basis for policymakers to exercise their 
judgments"" (Quade 1975:4). Formulated in this way, it is obvious that the information that is sought, is not 
exclusivelyy scientific, and that the information is explicitly intended to support political judgment. It is the latter 
activityy that is considered quintessential for decision-making on sustainable development. 
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analysiss in general, lessons from experience impelled a reassessment of TA. TA-studies 

appearedd to have disappointingly limited impact, as the potential users often found the 

informationn not valid or useful. Moreover, the idea of impartiality and objectivity of 

analysiss on technology and policy gradually was reconsidered. 

Thee classic interpretation was replaced by the idea that the societal basis for deci-

sion-makingg on technological development should be broadened. A large variety of 

initiativess with that purpose have transpired since. These initiatives can be roughly 

classifiedd into two broad categories. On the one hand, there are the TA-studies that aim 

att a broadening of the design processes of technological development. These include 

formss of TA that focus explicitly on the societal aspects of a given technology in order to 

influencee the development in tune with (future) users' preferences. Such TA proce-

duress are being developed on the basis of insights from the field of science dynamics. A 

prominentt example of such TA is Constructive TA (CTA), a concept developed in the 

Netherlandss that is internationally adopted. CTA, according to its initiators, is a design 

practicee in which impact is anticipated through an early involvement of users and other 

impactedd communities in the R&D process (cf. Rip et al. 1995; Schot & Rip 1997; Smit 

andd Van Oost 1999). On the other hand, there are examples of TA that are undertaken 

withh the intention of supporting processes of opinion forming and political judgment 

onn technology in the public domain. This notion of so-called 'public technology as-

sessment'' has been institutionalised in many Western countries, such as in the now 

abolishedd Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) in the US and, still in office, the 

Rathenauu Institute in the Netherlands.24 

TechnologyTechnology Assessment as a 'timely occassion' to rethink policy analysis 

Theree are several reasons why TA offers an interesting starting point for researching 

methodss and procedures to generate practical wisdom on questions of sustainable de-

velopment.. Already half a century ago, Dewey pointed out that dealing with the "return-

wave""  of science (and of its field of application: technological development) onto society 

involvess a re-active as well as a pro-active approach: "There is plenty of evidence that the 

outcomee of the return (which is now going on at an ever-increasing speed and in ever-

extendingg range) is a mixture of things approvable and to be condemned; of the desir-

ablee and the undesirable. The problem, then, concerns the possibility of giving direction 

too this return-wave so as to minimize evil consequences and to intensify and extend 

goodd consequences [i.e. the later classical TA approach] and, if it is possible, to find out 

2424 In the Netherlands, this institutionalisation followed the developments in the 1970s that favoured a broaden-
ingg of the societal basis for decision-making on technology. A 1983 White Paper on the issue sought to en-
hancee the integration of science and technology in society and propagated TA as a practical instrument to that 
end. . 
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howw such return is to be accomplished" (Dewey in Bentley & Dewey 1949:284; italics in 

thee original). 

Thee latter understanding of Dewey's Technology Assessment avant la lettre, that is, 

thee pro-active approach to influencing the interrelation between science ("itself a form 

off  doing, of practice") and other "forms of practices" in our society (1949:284) enables 

aa discussion on the particularities of a technical issue in relation to more generic argu-

mentss about society as such. In contrast to the way it was conceived in the 1970s, in 

thiss way, TA may be a practical vehicle to provide actors with the means to discuss in-

dustriall  operations and technological development paths in the light of the practical 

contextt of developers, designers and consumers on the one hand, and in the light of a 

desiredd (possibly sustainable) society at large on the other. 

Furthermore,, Technology Assessment presents, as Majone (1977:171) once pointed 

out,, "a timely occasion for rethinking policy analysis".2' In the early TA-days, this was 

thee case as TA was considered to provide immediate feedback loops to incorporate new 

insightss in the social aspects of a technology into both policymaking (TA's function of 

'earlyy warning' as it was understood at the time) and in product design. In later years, 

TAA triggered reflection on the practice of policy analysis on a more fundamental level. 

Becausee TA was intended to critically reflect on the negative effects of particular tech-

nologicall  developments, it was later acknowledged, this type of analysis had a highly 

normativee bias from the very start (Grin et al. 1997:9). In addition, TA practitioners 

fromm the outset were aware of this normative stance in their analytical work and had to 

consciouslyy explore ways for dealing with it. As a result, the issue of how to deal with a 

pluralityy of perspectives has been high on the agenda of TA practitioners. Reflection of 

suchh a kind in the field of TA-practice has given rise to methodical developments that 

bothh precede and reflect the normative and methodological considerations expressed in 

thee argumentative turn in policy analysis. 

Forr these reasons, TA offers a basis for rethinking policy analysis. In turn, the con-

ceptualisationn of 'sustainable development' provides an interesting incentive to rethink 

TA.. To the aforementioned Inter-ministerial Programme for Sustainable Technology 

Development,, Constructive TA (CTA, see above), for instance, served as a starting point 

too adapt TA-practices to the requirements of sustainable technological development. 

Amongg the methodical challenges to TA that the STD-Programme identified was the 

drawingg of "a 'social map' that is used in CTA (...) not only (...) of an existing technol-

ogyogy (...), but (...) of a technology that does not yet exist" (Vergragt & Jansen 1993:139). 

Thee notion of sustainable development poses a more fundamental, conceptual chal-

lengee to the practice of TA as well. This challenge follows from Beck's assertion that 

"thee potential for structuring society migrates from the political system into the sub-

AA qualification of TA saved from oblivion by Mayer (1997:12). 
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politicall  system of scientific, technological and economic modernization" (Beck 

1992:188).. The occurrence of subpolitics according to Beck that impels an 'opening up 

off  the political' entails the need to subject non-political actors' decisions that may have 

publicc consequences to public scrutiny. Furthermore, it prompts non-political actors to 

acknowledgee their accountability for such consequences of their decisions. The first 

implicationn reflects the need for a democratisation of technology-related decision-

makingg that was expressed in the 1980s. This led, in addition to the 'classic' type of 

publicc TA (i.e. of informing political institutions on technological issues, of which the 

aforementionedd OTA was an example) to the development of several forms of participa-

toryy technology assessment. Denmark and the Netherlands were the first to conceptual-

isee and organise public participation in TA-practices.iS 

Suchh solutions in Beck's eyes fail to provide a sufficient answer to the problems of 

thee risk society. In his view, these practices do not depart from the basic features of 

modernityy that lie at the heart of the problem. Firstly, they resonate the presumption 

thatt public political discussions require centralisation and bureaucratisation. Secondly, 

theyy continue the practice of having such discussions "only after research and invest-

mentt decisions are made" (Beck 1992:229). Au fond, Beck continues, such efforts at 

"democratisationn of techno-economic development" are based on the, in his eyes, erro-

neouss assumption that "modernity has, or should have, a guiding political control cen-

ter""  (1992:230). 

Thee alternative that Beck presents in the form of suggestions for an "unbinding" or 

"openingg up" of the political involves "new, as yet unforeseeable, forms of externally 

monitoredmonitored self-coordination of subsystems and decentralized units of action" (1992:232; 

italicss in the original). This underscores the second implication that follows from his 

analysis.. Business, science and technological institutions ought to acknowledge ac-

countabilityy for the public consequences of their actions: "Business, science and the 

likee can no longer act as if they were not doing what they are doing, that is, changing 

thee conditions of social life and hence making policy by their own means" (1992:233; 

italicss in the original). 

Ass to the way in which the idea of 'self-coordination' is to be given shape, Beck is 

nott particularly specific. The conceptualisation of TA in relation to 'sustainable devel-

opment'' by the STD-Programme may be considered an option. According to this or-

ganisation,, the requirements of sustainable development presented an incentive to 

adjustt the existing TA-practice in such a way as to "internalise the notion of limited eco-

lnn Denmark, this initially took the form of so-called 'consensus conferences', which was institutionalised by 
thee Danish Board of Technology in 1987. In the 1990s, other European countries too staged processes of 
participatoryy TA. The variety in topics, methods and contexts gave rise to a plethora of participation practices, 
whichh were given such labels as Bürgerforen (citizens' panels) in Germany, citizens' juries in the United King-
dom,, voting conferences in Denmark and so on. In the late 1990s, a comparative analysis of these practices 
wass organised under the name of'EUROpTA' (Joss & Bellucci 2002). Experiments with public participation in 
TAA are also conducted in several Asian countries and in Canada. 
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capacityy in the minds of the technology developers ..." (Vergragt & Jansen 1993:139)- As 

concernss the element of external monitoring, Beck briefly hints at "strong and inde-

pendent""  courts, media and other channels through which criticism may be vented. 

Heree too, Beck is not very precise in making his suggestions operational. Again, the 

practicee of TA arguably offers a potential forum for this kind of debate. 

Followingg Beck, the capacity to judge on how we are "to 'be' together" (cf. Beiner 

1983:138)) no longer is, or should be, the privilege of actors traditionally designated as 

'political'.. Therefore, an analytic activity to inform such political judgment (by produc-

ingg practical wisdom) arguably must address and involve actors that operate in areas 

thatt traditionally are considered 'non-political'. As mentioned, the practice of TA par 

excellencee is situated between the traditionally distinguished loci of political decision-

makingg on the one hand, and the realm of technique and science on the other. There-

fore,, TA may well serve as a starting point for exploring the phronetic analysis that is 

requiredd for dealing with the risk society. As was posited in the first sections of this 

chapter,, the way in which and the conditions under which TA may contribute to a con-

textualizingg of the 'sustainable development' concept in a specific setting, in such a way 

thatt it affects processes of policy formulation and of technological innovation, is the 

leadingg question in the present research. 

Outlin ee of the book 

Thee next chapter further elaborates the exact phrasing of the central research question. 

Severall  sub-questions are formulated that will guide the further research structure. In 

addition,, the following chapter discusses the rationale for the research, as well as its 

objectivess and the adopted research approach. In conclusion, it presents the criteria by 

whichh the cases that form the empirical heart of the book were selected. In chapter 3, a 

conceptuall  lens is developed to guide the case research. The Aristotelian concept of 

phronèsisphronèsis is elaborated into three methodological maxims. The chapter argues that the 

approachh to analysis as developed by Guba and Lincoln (1989) is contingent with these 

maxims.. By way of an experiment of thought, the implications of applying this ap-

proachh to analysing issues of sustainable development are discussed. This exercise 

revealss the potential bottlenecks in generating phronèsis on sustainable development 

issuess through analysis and thereby outlines a search light for scrutinizing the empiri-

call  material. 

Chapterss 4 to 6 present three cases of what I come to call in chapter 3 "interpretive 

TA""  projects that focus on the eutrophication of surface waters, the development of 

non-animall  protein foods, and on the use of crop-protection agents in Dutch 

agriculturee respectively. The cases are introduced more profoundly in the final section 

off  chapter 2. In Chapter 7, the empirical findings are related to one another by means 
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off  a cross-case analysis. Thus, the chapter provides the basis for answering the central 

researchh question. In so doing, it also allows for the drawing of lessons about the 

conditionss under which interpretive TA may inform political judgment on questions of 

sustainablee development. 




